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Jurisdictional Scan: Seasonal Staff Retention

What tactics or best practices does your jurisdiction employ to retain
trained, high quality seasonal staff from year to year, especially when the

terms of seasonal employment cannot be guaranteed?

JURISDICTION REPLIED YES/NO CONTACT NAME

B.C PARKS ✅ N/A Bob Austad

COMMENTS:
In British Columbia, we don’t have what I would call best practices or incentives to retain
seasonal staff. However, I’ve listed a few points which we believe are key variables seasonal
staff take into consideration when considering their return to seasonal work terms.

● Seasonal staff build up their seniority hours (via Union – Employer Collective
Agreement). So when other staff advance or leave for other employment, they often
are well positioned for advancement which usually means a longer work term;

● Seasonal staff can move around the Province and work at different locations when
vacancies occur, and this can vary allow seasonal staff to vary their work experience
from frontcountry, marine and backcountry duties and responsibilities, and also to vary
their work term length.

● Seasonal staff usually start out in the base position as a Park Ranger position, and
with a few years experience, can move up to a longer work term (via hiring
competition) to a Senior Park Ranger position and supervise seasonal Park Ranger
staff.

● A percentage of our seasonal staff have built a lifestyle around seasonal work. Many
work in the winter recreation industry at a ski hill or as ski guides while on layoff from
BC Parks over the Winter season.

● Seasonal staff receive “Ranger Training” every Spring along with other training
opportunities offered to the fulltime staff.

● The seasonal staff are treated as equally important as fulltime staff, as they are key to
our operational culture and success.

● Where possible from a financial basis, we invest in training and development
opportunities to a similar level as regular fulltime staff.

● BC Parks prides itself on being a great agency to work for, we have high standards,
but have worked hard to ensure seasonal staff experience a positive, supportive work
environment.

We still have seasonal staff turn- over from 10% to 30% in any given year for a variety of
reasons.

● Career path was never BC Parks, just wanted seasonal work while going to school.
● Successful getting fulltime government positions in another Ministry, usually in

alignment with Conservation Officer Service and Natural Resource Officer among
others.

● Successful in getting better employment in Parks with local Government, or Parks
Canada or another Province.

mailto:Bob.Austad@gov.bc.ca


ALBERTA PARKS X

SASKATCHEWAN PARKS ✅ N/A Paul Johnson

COMMENTS:
At Sask Parks, we employ approximately 245 seasonal employees. In Human Resources
lingo, they are referred to as Labour Service Recallable employees. These are unionized staff
who have recall rights each year.

They also earn seniority and are eligible for all provisions in our union collective agreement.
Retaining these staff is a concern for SaskParks. Generally, that group is fairly stable – they
are people who like the seasonal employment. There is turnover each year, however, and it is
getting increasingly difficult to recruit new people to these positions as many are looking for
full time employment.

Further, the salary that we can provide is becoming less competitive with other industries. As
for tactics or best practices, we really only offer a minimum fixed number of weeks for
employment – which is often extended but not guaranteed. We also offer on the job training
and the standard benefits included in the union agreement like vacation, sick leaves,
insurance, etc.

MANITOBA PARKS X

ONTARIO PARKS ✅ N/A Greg Wake

COMMENTS:
We struggle with retention and do not have a lot of tools available to retain trained, high
quality seasonal staff from year to year. In our experience, pay and length of contract are the
two biggest factors in retaining effective seasonal employees (not really a surprise).

Some of the current methods managers try and retain high quality staff include:
● Try to offer group 3 (seasonally reoccurring) contracts over group 4 (backfill) contracts

whenever possible
● Trying to give staff with potential as many training opportunities (example: Water

treatment, Park Warden, Leadership, etc.) as possible so that they are able to move
through the system (are successful in competing for jobs) and stay engaged.

● Identify employment opportunities within the system where they can find work outside
of their shorter contracts (examples include parks that have winter programs or parks
they require assistance for special projects at other times of year like deer herd
reduction or visitor management in fall in Algonquin).

● Support work/life balance whenever possible (i.e. scheduling, work location, etc.)
● Support a healthy work culture (i.e. wellness program, employee appreciation, etc.)

We also asked the managers to hypothesize on some ways we could retain staff if barriers
were broken down, and these were some ideas:

● Looking back 20 years ago parks staff would often have opportunities to work in
different but complementary departments in the winter doing jobs like timber cruising
or basic cartography. Maybe we should look at creating similar opportunities within our
ministry or at the provincial service level that use to exist. Surely there are projects
and initiatives within the Ministry that
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● quality summer seasonal staff could assist with. It would take some appetite,
coordination, leadership and maybe “outside the box” thinking but could also assist in
other areas of succession planning. Call them “seasonal interns” and make them
available outside of the normal parks season.

● Update business cases for parks and lengthen contracts for seasonal staff so that
training and learning and development opportunities can be realized outside of a the
busy operating season. Example: In spring staff are often trying to “open” a park but
are getting dragged away on mandatory training. Let’s acknowledge and realize
there’s already to many competing priorities and lengthen contracts. Staff have
entered the profession because of an interest or passion in the natural environment. It
continues to be an ongoing challenge for managers but a worthwhile investment
towards retention and succession.

SEPAQ (QUEBEC) X

NEWFOUNDLAND &
LABRADOR

X

NOVA SCOTIA ✅ N/A Matt Parker

COMMENTS:
Unfortunately, we don’t have very much in place besides what is found in the collective
agreement when it comes to recall rights. That being said, due to the fact that the majority of
our parks are in rural NS, and the wages that have been negotiated through the collective
agreement are good compared with other jobs in the rural are, plus the recall rights, plus the
fact you are working in a park, these positions are in high demand.

PARKS NEW BRUNSWICK Inquiring
Jurisdiction

Josh Tompkins

COMMENTS:
Dear CPC Directors,
At the request of our colleagues in New Brunswick, your insights on the following question
would be most appreciated by December 16, 2016. I will ask that the responses be circulate
to all for your awareness and benefit.
"What tactics or best practices does your park agency employ to retain trained, high quality
seasonal staff from year to year, especially when the terms of seasonal employment cannot
be guaranteed?"
Please respond directly to Josh Tompkins <josh.tompkins@gnb.ca> and copy me.
Thanks you and have a great weekend,
Dawn.

P.E.I PARKS X

GOVERNMENT OF
NORTHWEST
TERRITORIES

X

NUNAVUT PARKS X

YUKON PARKS X
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PARKS CANADA X

Response Rate: 4/13 for 31%
Key Findings:

● The issue of staff retention, especially in regards to seasonal employees, is a
common concern across many jurisdictions.

● Primary strategies for retaining skilled staff are most commonly recall rights and
seniority opportunities, a great deal of training and investment in the employee,
benefits/insurance in line with being treated as any other full time employee, and
employee appreciation initiatives.

● Some of the potential ways to better retain staff has been to aid them in finding
seasonal winter work that aligns with their summer work in complementary
industries.

Future Questions to Ask:
● Retention of staff, particularly seasonal staff, is a very important question that

should be revisited frequently so that jurisdictions can share the changing
landscape of their workforce and the strategies that are working/areas where
they’ve identified room for growth.

Links to Resources:
● None


